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Evaluation

Evaluation

Completing Your Evaluation Dissertation, Thesis, or Culminating 
Project
Tamara M. Walser and Michael S. Trevisan

This practical, user-friendly resource helps students successfully complete an evaluation capstone: a 
dissertation, thesis, or culminating project where a student conducts an evaluation as their capstone 
experience. Authors Tamara M. Walser and Michael S. Trevisan present a framework to support students 
and faculty in maximizing student development of evaluator competencies, addressing standards of the 
evaluation profession, and contributing to programs and disciplinary knowledge. Their framework, and 
this book, is organized by six fundamentals of evaluation practice: quality; stakeholders; understanding 
the program; values; approaches; and maximizing evaluation use. Throughout the book they use the 
metaphor of the journey to depict the processes and activities a student will experience as they navigate 
an evaluation capstone and the six fundamentals of evaluation practice. In pursuit of a completed 
capstone, students grow professionally and personally, and will be in a different place when they reach 
the destination and the capstone journey is complete.

Nov-20 | 232 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544300009) | £34.99  
,!7IB5E4-daaaaj!

Evaluation in Today’s World
Respecting Diversity, Improving Quality, and Promoting Usability
First Edition

Veronica G. Thomas and Patricia B. Campbell

Evaluation in Today’s World: Respecting Diversity, Improving Quality, and Promoting Usability covers 
theoretical and practical issues related to evaluation of programs with an emphasis on viewing evaluation 
topics through a social justice, diversity, and inclusive perspective.

Nov-20 | 584 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544348162) | £65.00  
,!7IB5E4-deibgc!

The Practice of Evaluation
Partnership Approaches for Community Change
Edited by Ryan P. Kilmer and James R. Cook

The Practice of Evaluation: Partnership Approaches for Community Change provides foundational 
content on evaluation concepts, approaches, and methods, as well as applied, practical examples, with 
an emphasis on the use of evaluation and partnership approaches to effect change.

Dec-20 | 408 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506368009) | £64.99  
,!7IB5A6-dgiaaj!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544300009
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544348162
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781506368009
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Evaluation / General Research Methods

Utilization-Focused Evaluation
Fifth Edition

Michael Quinn Patton and Charmagne E. Campbell-Patton

The Fifth Edition of the bestselling Utilization-Focused Evaluation provides expert, detailed advice on 
conducting program evaluations from one of leading experts. Chock full of useful pedagogy—including 
a unique utilization-focused evaluation checklist—this book presents Michael Quinn Patton’s distinctive 
opinions based on more than forty years of experience.

Aug-21 | 500 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544379456) | £77.00  
,!7IB5E4-dhjefg!

General Research Methods

Conducting Online Research on Amazon Mechanical Turk and 
Beyond
Leib Litman and Jonathan Robinson
SAGE Innovations in Research Methods

Conducting Online Research on Amazon Mechanical Turk and Beyond, by Leib Litman and Jonathan 
Robinson, provides researchers with step-by-step technical information on this important research 
platform. The book gives a broad view of the MTurk ecosystem and customs, hones in on common 
researcher pitfalls, and provides detailed data on sampling, ethics, and experimentation.

Aug-20 | 296 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506391137) | £34.99  
,!7IB5A6-djbbdh!

Doing Computational Social Science
A Practical Introduction
John McLevey

Tying together ideas from social and computational science, this book gives social scientists grappling 
with computational concepts for the first time the confidence to conduct robust research.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526468185) | £36.99  
,!7IB5C6-egibif!

Hardcover (9781526468192) | £110.00  
,!7IB5C6-egibjc!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544379456
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781506391137
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526468185
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General Research Methods

Doing Document Analysis
A Practice-Oriented Method
Kristin Asdal and Hilde Reinertsen

Uniting methods from disciplines across the social sciences, this hands-on guide introduces a novel 
approach to doing document analysis. The authors present a framework for studying documents that 
enables you to conduct a rich and systematic analysis of a documents in all their diversity. Focussing on 
document analysis both in practice and as practice, the book provides you with innovative and versatile 
toolkit for analysing print and digital documents. It also: - Highlights the impacts of digitalisation on 
documents themselves and the methods used to study them - Has a strong focus on research ethics 
and critical engagement with digital sources - Offers practical guidance on preparing and doing a 
document analysis research project. The book offers insightful perspectives both on the indispensable 
role of documents in our society and practical advice on how you can best analyse documents and their 
significance.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529759792) | £29.99  
,!7IB5C9-hfjhjc!

Hardcover (9781529759808) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C9-hfjiai!

Doing Interview Research
The Essential How To Guide
Uwe Flick

Encouraging and accessible, this book is a step-by-step guide to successfully using interview methods.

Oct-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526464064) | £28.99  
,!7IB5C6-egeage!

Hardcover (9781526464057) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C6-egeafh!

Doing Research in Sport and Exercise
A Student’s Guide
Mark F. Smith

Provides an authoritative and accessible guide to all key aspects of research methods relating to sport.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526423832) | £38.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecdidc!

Hardcover (9781526423825) | £120.00  
,!7IB5C6-ecdicf!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529759792
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526464064
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526423832
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General Research Methods

Doing Visual Research
Second Edition

Claudia Mitchell

With internationally-renowned visual methods expert Claudia Mitchell at the helm, this book steers 
students through a complete and thorough introduction to using photography, video, drawings, 
objects, and multi-media productions in research. Covering the full research process from design to 
dissemination, it weaves theory into each chapter and builds knowledge around methods, creating a solid 
foundation for the practical advice students need to complete their own research. Through examples that 
enable readers to understand their place in the research process, it prepares them to understand a broad 
definition of what it means to be a visual researcher. This new edition includes best practice guidance and 
tips on: - Using existing images and video - Working with archived material - Maintaining ethical practice - 
Handling visual data after it is collected - Presenting findings to different audiences.

Sep-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526402820) | £28.99  
,!7IB5C6-eacica!

Hardcover (9781526402813) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C6-eacibd!

From Social Science to Data Science
Scaling Up Your Programming Skills in Python
Bernie Hogan

Built around the entire research process, this book equips you with the skills you need to successfully 
conduct a computation social science research project with Python.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529707489) | £36.99  
,!7IB5C9-haheij!

Hardcover (9781529707496) | £110.00  
,!7IB5C9-hahejg!

The Ethics of Research with Children and Young People
A Practical Handbook
Second Edition

Priscilla Alderson and Virginia Morrow

A practical guide to carrying out ethical research with children and young people, this practical handbook 
examines the ethical questions that arise at each stage of research, from first plans to dissemination and 
impact. Illustrated with case studies from international and inter-disciplinary research, it offers advice 
for addressing each ethical question, issue or uncertainty. The updated second edition continues to 
provide an excellent resource for those exploring the old, current and new consensuses on the ethics of 
researching with children.

Aug-20 | 240 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526477866) | £32.99  
,!7IB5C6-ehhigg!

Hardcover (9781526477859) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C6-ehhifj!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526402820
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529707489
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526477866
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General Research Methods / Little Quick Fix Series

Work Placements, Internships & Applied Social Research
Jackie Carter

Showcasing how you can use a work placement to develop your research and professional skills, this 
warm and personable book demonstrates how you can transfer and grow skills from your academic 
training to the workplace and maximise the benefits of learning by doing. The book also: - Helps you 
confidently navigate the entire internship process, providing reassuring guidance about key steps such 
as applying and interviewing for placements - Highlights the importance of practicing reflective learning 
and encourages you to become a reflective researcher - Empowers you to make an internship work for 
you, giving you key employability and workplace skills. Drawing on a range of real student voices, this 
pragmatic guide helps you make the most of the opportunities offered by a work placement and shows 
how the skills you learn will help you thrive in academia and beyond.

Apr-21 | 280 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473982321) | £24.99  
,!7IB4H3-jicdcb!

Hardcover (9781473982314) | £75.00  
,!7IB4H3-jicdbe!

Little Quick Fix Series

Choose Your Methodology
Little Quick Fix
Charlotte Jane Whiffin
Little Quick Fix

Establishing methodological justification is a key precursor to undertaking research, whether you 
apply qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods. This new Little Quick Fix answers vital questions to 
put students onto the right track, such as: - What is methodology and what does it mean? - How does 
methodology differ from method? - What methodologies can you choose from? - When should you use 
qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methodology? - How can you use methodology to inform decisions 
about method? Working through the subject within an hour’s read, this Little Quick Fix helps students 
to avoid diving into research before they’ve cleared up uncertainty and confusion, so that they can truly 
progress into the next step of their research project or dissertation.

Oct-20 | 112 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529729719) | £6.99  
,!7IB5C9-hcjhbj!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781473982321
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529729719
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Little Quick Fix Series

Get Your Data From Experiments
Little Quick Fix
Helen Coleman
Little Quick Fix

Offering guidance on doing experiments, this Little Quick Fix will help students select the most 
appropriate experiment for their research, ensure their experiment is ethical and reproducible, minimise 
error and collect and record their data. Students conducting experiments for the first time run the risk 
of either over-simplifying it by neglecting important considerations, or over-complicating it as they get 
intimidated by the thought of designing and orchestrating reliable tests. This LQF will help students get it 
just right from initial idea to design to collection.

Dec-20 | 128 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529735925) | £6.99  
,!7IB5C9-hdfjcf!

Plan Your Research Project
Little Quick Fix
Kelly Trivedy
Little Quick Fix

Guiding you through how to plan your research project, this Little Quick Fix covers everything from how to 
get started and the stages of research, to avoiding procrastination and staying on track. Like other books 
in the Little Quick Fix series, this book provides a stand-in for the busy or unavailable supervisor when 
students are really stuck. It features: Visual, design-led learning Clear, structured, useful pedagogy, with 
space for notes and workings out A gradual, step-by-step approach for students who are less prepared or 
out of practice Effective self-directed learning with DIY progress tracking

Jan-21 | 128 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529741360) | £6.99  
,!7IB5C9-hebdga!

Research Ethics
Little Quick Fix
Cheryl N. Poth
Little Quick Fix

Ensure research is ethical with this Little Quick Fix, giving you a solid grasp of this tricky subject in an 
hour’s read. Within the visually engaging, straightforward and interactive Little Quick Fix format, Cheryl 
Poth helps the reader to identify the ethical considerations of their research, protect the privacy of their 
subjects, develop an ethical research design and respond to ethical issues as they arise.

Dec-20 | 136 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529743678) | £6.99  
,!7IB5C9-hedghi!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529735925
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529741360
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529743678
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Little Quick Fix Series / Mixed Methodology

What Kind of Researcher Are You?
Little Quick Fix
Janet E. Salmons
Little Quick Fix

Helping readers understand their perspectives and use that understanding to inform their research 
approach, this Little Quick Fix will enable first time researchers to reflect upon and identify their view of 
truth and knowledge, as well as what those mean and how they are established. After reading they will 
be better placed to choose and critically evaluate appropriate research questions and make informed 
methodological decisions.

Sep-20 | 116 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529735918) | £6.99  
,!7IB5C9-hdfjbi!

Mixed Methodology

Foundations of Mixed Methods Research
Integrating Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches in the Social and Behavioral 
Sciences
Second Edition

Abbas Tashakkori, R. Burke Johnson and Charles Teddlie

This highly anticipated second edition gives students a comprehensive overview of mixed methods from 
philosophical roots and traditions through designing, conducting and disseminating a study.

Oct-20 | 472 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506350301) | £65.00  
,!7IB5A6-dfadab!

Merged Methods
A Rationale for Full Integration
Giampietro Gobo, Nigel G. Fielding, Gevisa La Rocca and Wander van der Vaart

This provocative book proposes a new turn in mixed methods methodology and research: ‘merged 
methods’, which integrates quantitative and qualitative approaches in a single instrument. Offering 
a novel analysis of current quantitative and qualitative distinctions, the book complicates traditional 
approaches to mixed methods and challenges existing techniques. It presents methodologically grounded 
ways to conduct merged methods research using primary and secondary data.

Oct-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529717730) | £29.99  
,!7IB5C9-hbhhda!

Hardcover (9781529717747) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C9-hbhheh!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529735918
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781506350301
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529717730
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Qualitative Research

Qualitative Research

30 Essential Skills for the Qualitative Researcher
Second Edition

John W. Creswell and Johanna Creswell Báez

The second edition of 30 Essential Skills for the Qualitative Researcher provides practical information for 
the novice qualitative researcher, addressing the “how” of conducting qualitative research. The 30 listed 
skills are competencies that can help qualitative researchers conduct more thorough, more rigorous, and 
more efficient qualitative studies.

Oct-20 | 336 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544355702) | £34.99  
,!7IB5E4-dffhac!

Action Research
Fifth Edition

Ernest T. Stringer and Alfredo Ortiz Aragón

Action Research is an invaluable guide to novice researchers from a diversity of disciplines, backgrounds, 
and levels of study for understanding how action research works in real-life contexts. It helps students 
see the value of their research in a broader context, beyond academia, to effect change on a larger scale.

Nov-20 | 408 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544355948) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-dffjei!

Analysis and Interpretation in Qualitative Research
After the Interview
Edited by Charles Vanover, Paul Mihas and Johnny Saldana

Drawing on the expertise of major names in the field, this text provides comprehensive coverage of the 
key methods for analyzing, interpreting, and writing up qualitative research in a single volume.

Jun-21 | 376 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544395876) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-djfihg!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544355702
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544355948
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544395876
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Qualitative Research

Doing Hermeneutic Phenomenological Research
A Practical Guide
Lesley Dibley, Suzanne Dickerson, Mel Duffy and Roxanne Vandermause

This practical guide offers an approachable introduction to doing hermeneutic phenomenological 
research across the health and social sciences. Grounded in real world research, it integrates philosophy, 
methodology and method in accessible ways, helping you realize the potential of using phenomenology 
to guide research. The book maps the complete research process and shows how to apply key 
philosophical tenets to your project, demonstrating the close relationship between philosophy and 
research practice.

Oct-20 | 232 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526485724) | £32.99  
,!7IB5C6-eifhce!

Hardcover (9781526485731) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C6-eifhdb!

Doing Qualitative Research in a Digital World
Trena M. Paulus and Jessica N. Lester

While some qualitative methods texts touch upon online communities as a potential data source, show 
how to conduct interviews and focus groups online, or select recording devices and analysis software, no 
book to date has guided readers in the creation of a comprehensive digital workflow for their research. By 
working through each chapter in this book, readers will be able to generate a unique digital workflow for 
designing and implementing their research.

Feb-21 | 320 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544321585) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-dcbfif!

Doing Visual Ethnography
Fourth Edition

Sarah Pink

Essential reading for anyone analysing images, technologies and society, Doing Visual Ethnography is 
an engaging and thorough guide to ethnographic and visual research. Updated in tone, language and 
style, the Fourth Edition of this established text is vastly updated, with: A new Chapter 8 on documentary, 
followed by a new chapter 9 on interventional visual ethnographies. Content on “visual futures”, 
explaining ethnographic techniques such as ‘ethnographies of the possible’ and future-focused design 
anthropology workshops. An updated Chapter 5 on Video ethnography for investigating embodied and 
sensory experience, with new material on digital materiality and technologies such as the use of Go-Pros, 
drones and wearable cameras. Pink provides a foundation for thinking about visual ethnography while 
introducing the practical and theoretical issues relating to the visual and digital technologies used in the 
field. Her latest edition re-instates the title’s status as a must-have for students and researchers across 
the social sciences who are interested in incorporating audiovisual media into their research practice.

Jan-21 | 296 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529717662) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C9-hbhggc!

Hardcover (9781529717679) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C9-hbhghj!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526485724
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544321585
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529717662
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Qualitative Research

Grounded Theory for Qualitative Research
A Practical Guide
Second Edition

Cathy Urquhart

Straightforward and accessible, this pragmatic guide takes you step-by-step through doing grounded 
theory research. With hands-on advice focussed around designing real projects, it demonstrates best 
practice for integrating theory building and methods. Its extensive examples and case studies are drawn 
from across the social sciences, presenting students with a range of options for both applying and 
using grounded theory. Clear and easy to follow, this second edition: - Traces the evolution of grounded 
theory method and provides a clear introduction to the nuanced history of grounded theory - Showcases 
important concepts like theory building, helping you to reflect on the wider context of your research and 
the contribution it makes to existing literature - Offers practical advice for how to do grounded theory 
research, alleviating common student concerns every step of the way. Supported by a host of resources 
like videos from the author sharing expert advice and checklists for each stage of a project, this book 
helps you build the confidence to explore and successfully complete your own grounded theory research.

Oct-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526476685) | £29.99  
,!7IB5C6-ehggif!

Hardcover (9781526476692) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C6-ehggjc!

Handling Qualitative Data
A Practical Guide
Fourth Edition

Lyn Richards

Viewing data as the heart of qualitative research, this book offers clear guidance on the steps involved 
in collecting and managing primary and secondary data while equipping students with a toolkit that 
they can apply to data in any context. This new edition is reinforced by a range of updates: - Ethical 
practice learning features, such as exercises and reflective questions - Thoughtful guidance on the 
newer challenges in handling qualitative data, like data security and access to online data - New 
chapters provide clear advice on communicating data to different audiences, and creating impactful data 
visualizations - Online resources that illustrate how to work with data in real research projects; including 
a ‘stepping into software’ space that provides practical tips and guidance on using qualitative analysis 
software effectively. In its positive and jargon-free style, it discusses how setting up, working with, making 
sense of and presenting data can be a springboard into learning key research skills and reflecting on 
methodological issues.

Dec-20 | 336 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526490773) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C6-ejahhd!

Hardcover (9781526490780) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C6-ejahia!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526476685
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526490773
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Qualitative Research

Hybrid Ethnography
Online, Offline, and In Between
Liz Przybylski
Qualitative Research Methods

Hybrid Ethnography provides researchers with concrete and theory-based ways to combine online and 
offline ethnographic research methods to support the reality of much contemporary fieldwork. As part 
of the Qualitative Research Methods series, this concise book serves students and faculty designing, 
conducting, and writing up dissertations and research studies.

Aug-20 | 224 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544320328) | £22.99  
,!7IB5E4-dcadci!

Photovoice for Social Justice
Visual Representation in Action
Jean M. Breny and Shannon L. McMorrow
Qualitative Research Methods

Photovoice for Social Justice helps readers in the health and social sciences learn the foundations 
and applications of this exciting qualitative method. Written for both students and researchers new 
to photovoice, this brief text takes readers from the process of conceptualizing and implementing a 
photovoice study to analyzing data, to finally presenting the results. The authors provide practical tools for 
projects such as sample consent forms, recruitment flyers, and photo-taking tips.

Feb-21 | 144 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544355474) | £23.99  
,!7IB5E4-dffehe!

Qualitative Data Analysis
Practical Strategies
Second Edition

Patricia Bazeley

Balancing theoretical foundations with practical strategies, this book helps you develop an approach to 
your qualitative analysis that is both systematic and insightful. It demonstrates the importance of tying 
analysis into every aspect of research, from design, through data collection and management, to writing 
up, and provides step-by-step guidance on how to embed analysis from start to finish. Grounded in the 
reality of doing research, this second edition: - Presents visual and text-based methods for analysis, 
using manual and digital tools - Inspires confidence as you code, connect and interrogate observational, 
text and visual data - Showcases best practice and helps you navigate real-life dilemmas using case 
studies of research from across the social sciences. Together with rich online resources including videos, 
datasets and journal articles, this is an important new edition for all students undertaking qualitative 
research, with a focus on analysis and design.

Oct-20 | 584 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526404763) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C6-eaehgd!

Hardcover (9781526404756) | £95.00  
,!7IB5C6-eaehfg!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544320328
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544355474
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526404763
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Qualitative Research

Qualitative Research
Fifth Edition

Edited by David Silverman

Written by leaders of qualitative methodology and edited by one of the biggest names in the field, this 
book provides up-to-date and interdisciplinary insight into a range of qualitative methods. Bringing 
together different perspectives, contributors discuss theoretical underpinnings of these methods before 
taking readers through the process of each approach and helping them develop skills needed to carry 
out this type of research autonomously and with confidence. Highlights of this new edition include: - 
New chapters on multimethod qualitative research, using digital data and video, and addressing social 
issues in research. - More guidance on how to store and manage data appropriately. - Advice on how to 
publish research in journals. Full of practical tips, exercises and summaries, this book continues to be a 
masterclass in qualitative research for students and researchers across the social sciences and beyond.

Dec-20 | 512 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529712971) | £35.99  
,!7IB5C9-hbcjhb!

Hardcover (9781529712988) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C9-hbcjii!

Researching Family Narratives
Ann Phoenix, Julia Brannen and Corinne Squire

This edited book guides students and researchers through the processes of researching everyday 
stories about families. Showcasing the wide range methods and data sources currently used in narrative 
research, it features: - Examples of real research into historical and contemporary family practices from 
around the world - Coverage of both traditional and cutting-edge topics, like multi-method approaches, 
online research, and paradata - Practical advice from leading figures in the field on how to incorporate 
these methods and data sources into family narrative research. With accessible language and features 
that help readers reflect on and internalize key concepts, this book helps readers navigate researching 
family lives with confidence and ease.

Nov-20 | 248 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526439109) | £30.99  
,!7IB5C6-edjbaj!

Hardcover (9781526439093) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C6-edjajd!

The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers
Fourth Edition

Johnny Saldana

This invaluable manual from world-renowned expert Johnny Saldana illuminates the process of qualitative 
coding and provides clear, insightful guidance for qualitative researchers at all levels. The fourth edition 
includes a range of updates that build upon the huge success of the previous editions. It remains the only 
book that looks specifically at coding qualitative data, as a core but often neglected skill that researchers 
and students alike need to effectively make sense of their data and to identify patterns, before they can 
analyse the material. Saldana presents a range of coding options with advantages and disadvantages to 
help researchers to choose the most appropriate approach for their project, reinforcing their perspective 
with real world examples, used to show step-by-step processes and to demonstrate important skills

Feb-21 | 400 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529731743) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C9-hdbhed!

Hardcover (9781529731750) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C9-hdbhfa!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529712971
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526439109
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529731743
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Qualitative Research

The Craft of Qualitative Longitudinal Research
Bren Neale

Brimming with time maps, life history calendars, and extracts from transcripts and diaries, this book 
illustrates by example the unique principles, challenges, and applications of qualitative longitudinal 
research. Synthesizing current literature on qualitative longitudinal research, it brings together 
sociological theory and empirically driven longitudinal studies while also highlighting a range of possible 
research approaches. With a consistent balance of conceptual discussions with hands-on advice, it 
provides readers with the foundation to adapt lessons-learned from other researchers to fit their own 
qualitative longitudinal studies. Supported by research tools like coding frames, short data extracts, 
consent forms, transcription guidelines, and other data organization tools, this book provides everything 
postgraduate researchers need to transition from the classroom to the field.

Mar-21 | 388 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473995444) | £29.99  
,!7IB4H3-jjfeee!

Hardcover (9781473995437) | £85.00  
,!7IB4H3-jjfedh!

The How To of Qualitative Research
Second Edition

Janice D. Aurini, Melanie Heath and Stephanie Howells

Covering every stage of the research process from initial planning to writing up, this step-by-step book is 
a complete guide for anyone working on their first qualitative research project. The book focusses on the 
need-to-know practicalities of the methods students most frequently use, offering helpful and accessible 
project support and encouraging students to establish good research practice. This second edition: - 
Distils qualitative research into clear and easy to navigate steps, helping first-time researchers build their 
understanding and confidence - Offers a complete toolkit of checklists, top tips from leading scholars and 
further reading to support each research stage - Provides pragmatic and insightful advice on meeting 
new challenges in qualitative research, like using online tools, ensuring data security and working with 
real-world datasets. With a practical mapping tools, a host of multidisciplinary examples and a dedicated 
online ‘assessment corner’ full examples of successful assignments, templates and videos, this is the 
perfect companion for anyone who needs help doing qualitative research.

Dec-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526495044) | £30.99  
,!7IB5C6-ejfaee!

Hardcover (9781526495051) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C6-ejfafb!

Using Focus Groups
Theory, Methodology, Practice
Ivana Acocella and Silvia Cataldi

Drawing on the authors’ thirty years of combined experience in the field, this authoritative, step-by-step 
guide to conducting focus groups features dedicated chapters on all aspects of the research process. 
Loaded with real world research examples from across the social sciences, and learning features such 
as ‘expert advice’ and ‘concepts and theories’ boxes, as well as and end of chapter exercises and further 
reading, this is the perfect manual for novice researchers who want to conduct a successful focus group.

Oct-20 | 368 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526445612) | £28.99  
,!7IB5C6-eefgbc!

Hardcover (9781526445605) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C6-eefgaf!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781473995444
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526495044
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526445612
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Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences Series

Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences Series

A Mathematical Primer for Social Statistics
Second Edition

John Fox
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences

A Mathematical Primer for Social Statistics, Second Edition presents mathematics central to learning and 
understanding statistical methods beyond the introductory level: the basic “language” of matrices and 
linear algebra and its visual representation, vector geometry; differential and integral calculus; probability 
theory; common probability distributions; statistical estimation and inference, including likelihood-based 
and Bayesian methods. The volume concludes by applying mathematical concepts and operations to a 
familiar case, linear least-squares regression.

Feb-21 | 240 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781071833209) | £22.99  
,!7IB0H1-iddcaj!

Logistic Regression
A Primer
Second Edition

Fred C. Pampel
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences

This volume helps readers understand the intuitive logic behind logistic regression through nontechnical 
language and simple examples.

Oct-20 | 152 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781071816202) | £22.99  
,!7IB0H1-ibgcac!

Rasch Models for Solving Measurement Problems
Invariant Measurement in the Social Sciences
George Engelhard Jr and Jue Wang
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences

This book introduces current perspectives on Rasch measurement theory with an emphasis on 
developing Rasch-based scales. Authors George Engelhard Jr and Jue Wang introduce Rasch 
measurement theory step by step, with chapters on scale construction, evaluation, maintenance, and 
use. Points are illustrated and techniques are demonstrated through an extended example: The Food 
Insecurity Experience (FIE) Scale.

Feb-21 | 120 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544363028) | £22.99  
,!7IB5E4-dgdaci!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781071833209
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781071816202
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544363028
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Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences Series

Understanding Correlation Matrices
Alexandria Hadd and Joseph Lee Rodgers
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences

Correlation matrices (along with their unstandardized counterparts, covariance matrices) underlie the 
majority the statistical methods that researchers use today. A correlation matrix is more than a matrix filled 
with correlation coefficients. The value of one correlation in the matrix puts constraints on the values of 
the others, and the multivariate implications of this statement is a major theme of the volume. Alexandria 
Hadd and Joseph Lee Rodgers cover many features of correlations matrices including statistical 
hypothesis tests, their role in factor analysis and structural equation modeling, and graphical approaches. 
They illustrate the discussion with a wide range of lively examples.

Feb-21 | 120 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544341095) | £22.99  
,!7IB5E4-debajf!

Using Time Series to Analyze Long-Range Fractal Patterns
First Edition

Matthijs Koopmans
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences

This book presents methods for describing and analyzing dependency and irregularity in long time series. 
Irregularity refers to cycles that are similar in appearance, but unlike seasonal patterns more familiar to 
social scientists, repeated over a time scale that is not fixed. Until now, the application of these methods 
has mainly involved analysis of dynamical systems outside of the social sciences, but this volume makes 
it possible for social scientists to explore and document fractal patterns in dynamical social systems.

Dec-20 | 120 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544361420) | £22.99  
,!7IB5E4-dgbeca!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544341095
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544361420
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Quantitative/Statistical Research

Quantitative/Statistical Research

Advanced Regression Analysis
An Introduction
Brian M. Pollins and Robert Cooper
Research Methods for Social Scientists

For those students who have completed basic statistical training, this book is the perfect gateway to help 
them move up to more advanced courses. It arms readers with an understanding of regression analysis, 
enabling them to apply regression methods effectively and insightfully to any problem. The book is: - 
Accessible to all students, regardless of their mathematical leve - Rich with examples and problems from 
a across the social sciences, business and health - Accompanied by examples and problem sets on the 
companion website to help readers to test their learning and put their skills into practice - Features a 
guide to Matrix Algebra to help students quickly grasp more advanced procedures.

Oct-21 | 224 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473912168) | £29.99  
,!7IB4H3-jbcbgi!

Hardcover (9781473912151) | £85.00  
,!7IB4H3-jbcbfb!

Analyzing Social Networks Using R
Stephen P. Borgatti, Martin G. Everett, Jeffrey C. Johnson and Filip Agneessens

This approachable book introduces network research in R, walking you through every step of doing social 
network analysis.

Oct-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529722475) | £34.99  
,!7IB5C9-hccehf!

Hardcover (9781529722482) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C9-hcceic!

Basic Computational Techniques For Data Analysis
An Exploration in MS-Excel
D. Narayana, Sharad Ranjan and Nupur Tyagi

This book will help readers acquire knowledge and equip them in handling various statistical and financial 
computations using MS Excel. The book is designed to equip students to navigate through MS Excel 
spreadsheets to compute various statistical and financial measures for use in data analysis. Basic 
Computational Techniques for Data Analysis illustrates the concepts used in economic and financial 
decision-making in business as well as in day-to-day life, thus enhancing a deeper understanding of the 
concepts from both theoretical and practical perspectives. After going through the textbook, readers will 
be able to ascertain the inbuilt capabilities in MS Excel and comprehend basic computations in statistics 
and finance. This book is essential as a supportive companion for students of economics, commerce, 
management and social science subjects in general. Key Features: - Provides an in-depth and clear 
understanding of various data analysis techniques - Systemic and stepwise explanation of financial 
and statistical concepts using MS Excel functions - Prior knowledge of statistics, finance and MS-Excel 
functions not required to understand the concepts - Simplistic clarification of topics such as Future Value 
of Money, Loan Amortization and Investment Decision Criteria

Jan-21 | SAGE Publications Pvt. Ltd

Paperback (9789353886202) | £30.00  
,!7IJ3F3-iigcac!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781473912168
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529722475
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9789353886202
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Quantitative/Statistical Research

Beginning Statistics
An Introduction for Social Scientists
Third Edition

Liam Foster, Ian Diamond and Julie Banton

Clear and encouraging, this book offers a gentle introduction to statistics. Assuming no statistical 
knowledge, it gradually introduces key concepts and principles in non-mathematical language, helping 
build understanding at a manageable, student-friendly pace. The book empowers students to be 
confident when approaching statistics-based tasks in later study and, without being linked to a specific 
software, helps students understand the different kinds of statistical output they might encounter. In an 
accessible way, it: - Clearly and calmly introduces the principles underlying statistics, helping students 
eliminate their anxiety about numbers - Helps students get comfortable with key terms and concepts so 
they can construct a strong foundation of numerical literacy - Draws on a wealth of engaging examples 
that demonstrate the relevance of statistics in the real world and show how – and how not to – do 
statistics. Accompanied by real-world datasets, concept videos, web links and a host of other online 
resources, this book is the perfect companion for supporting students all the way from learning about 
statistical concepts to applying their new skills with confidence.

Dec-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526495747) | £33.99  
,!7IB5C6-ejfheh!

Hardcover (9781526495754) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C6-ejfhfe!

Computational Quantitative Text Analysis
Roel Popping

With clear, step-by-step advice, this book shows how to process, analyse, and find meaning in textual 
data using software. Not a click-and-point guide to using software in data analysis, this book offers a 
systematic formula that can be adapted and applied to different types and scales of data. Balancing the 
theory of analysis alongside tutorials surrounding different types of software, it ties basic programming 
skills to real data and processes and gives readers the confidence to choose the right analysis methods 
and programs for their research.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526449962) | £34.99  
,!7IB5C6-eejjgc!

Hardcover (9781526449955) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C6-eejjff!

Discovering Statistics Using R
Second Edition

Andy Field

Taking students on a journey of statistical discovery using the freeware R, Andy Field’s second edition 
of this popular text offers a friendly, engaging and practical resource with tools that allow students to 
practice and develop their skills and knowledge.

Jun-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526461360) | £48.99  
,!7IB5C6-egbdga!

Hardcover (9781526461353) | £120.00  
,!7IB5C6-egbdfd!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526495747
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526449962
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526461360
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Quantitative/Statistical Research

Doing Data Science in R
An Introduction for Social Scientists
Mark Andrews

This approachable introduction to doing data science in R provides step-by-step advice on using the tools 
and statistical methods to carry out data analysis. Introducing the fundamentals of data science and R 
before moving into more advanced topics like Multilevel Models and Probabilistic Modelling with Stan, it 
builds knowledge and skills gradually. This book: -Focuses on providing practical guidance for all aspects, 
helping readers get to grips with the tools, software, and statistical methods needed to provide the right 
type and level of analysis their data requires -Explores the foundations of data science and breaks down 
the processes involved, focusing on the link between data science and practical social science skills 
-Introduces R at the outset and includes extensive worked examples and R code every step of the way, 
ensuring students see the value of R and its connection to methods while providing hands-on practice in 
the software -Provides examples and datasets from different disciplines and locations demonstrate the 
widespread relevance, possible applications, and impact of data science across the social sciences

Mar-21 | 456 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526486776) | £36.99  
,!7IB5C6-eighhg!

Hardcover (9781526486769) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C6-eighgj!

Doing Quantitative Text Analysis with R
Scraping, Preparing, Visualising and Modelling Data
Julian Bernauer

Grounded in examples from across the social sciences, this book walks you through the process of doing 
quantitative text analysis step by step. Clear and accessible, it empowers you to progress from beginner 
level to understanding and using computational social science concepts with ease. Covering key steps 
in the research process like ethics, data collection and dissemination, it helps you develop important 
research skills – and equips you with the programming tools you need for this research to handle 
quantitative data without error. Interweaving R and RPython software guidance at an easy to follow pace, 
the book presents the coding skills you need to collect and prepare data, providing a strong foundation as 
you move into data analysis.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526467003) | £34.99  
,!7IB5C6-eghaad!

Hardcover (9781526467010) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C6-eghaba!

Generalizing the Regression Model
Techniques for Longitudinal and Contextual Analysis
Blair Wheaton and Marisa Young

This comprehensive text introduces regression, the general linear model, structural equation modeling, 
the hierarchical linear model, growth curve models, panel data, and event history models, and includes 
discussion of published implementations of each technique showing how it was used to address 
substantive and interesting research questions. It takes a step-by-step approach in the presentation of 
each topic, using mathematical derivations where necessary, but primarily emphasizing how the methods 
involved can be implemented, are used in addressing representative substantive problems than span a 
number of disciplines, and can be interpreted in words. The book demonstrates the analyses in STATA 
and SAS.

Jan-21 | 760 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506342092) | £95.99  
,!7IB5A6-decajc!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526486776
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526467003
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Quantitative/Statistical Research

How to Make Sense of Statistics
Stephen Gorard

In a new textbook designed for students new to statistics and social data, Stephen Gorard focuses on 
non-inferential statistics as a basis to ensure students have basic statistical literacy. Understanding why 
we have to learn statistics and seeing the links between the numbers and real life is a crucial starting 
point. Using engaging, friendly, approachable language this book will demystify numbers from the outset, 
explaining exactly how they can be used as tools to understand the relationships between variables. This 
text assumes no previous mathematical or statistical knowledge, taking the reader through each basic 
technique with step-by-step advice, worked examples, and exercises. Using non-inferential techniques, 
students learn the foundations that underpin all statistical analysis and will learn from the ground up how 
to produce theoretically and empirically informed statistical results.

Feb-21 | 296 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526413826) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ebdicg!

Hardcover (9781526413819) | £75.00  
,!7IB5C6-ebdibj!

Introduction to Python Programming for Business and Social 
Science Applications
Frederick Kaefer and Paul Kaefer

Introduction to Python Programming for Business and Social Science Applications shows you how to 
gather and analyze big data sets, and visualize the output, all in one program. Written for those with 
no programming background, this book will teach you how to use Python for your research and data 
analysis.

Oct-20 | 392 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544377445) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-dhheef!

Multiple Regression
A Practical Introduction
Aki Roberts and John M. Roberts Jr.

Multiple Regression: A Practical Introduction is a text for an advanced undergraduate or beginning 
graduate course in statistics for social science and related fields. Drawing on decades of teaching this 
material, the authors present the ideas in an approachable and nontechnical manner, with no expectation 
that readers have more than a standard introductory statistics course as background. The book includes 
many interesting example analyses and interpretations, along with exercises.

Feb-21 | 264 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544339702) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-ddjhac!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526413826
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544377445
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544339702
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Quantitative/Statistical Research

Spatial Statistical Methods for Geography
Peter A. Rogerson

This accessible new textbook offers a straightforward introduction to doing spatial statistics. Grounded in 
real world examples, it shows you how to extend traditional statistical methods for use with spatial data. 
The book assumes basic mathematical and statistics knowledge but also provides a handy refresher 
guide, so that you can develop your understanding and progress confidently. It also: - Equips you with 
the tools to both interpret and apply spatial statistical methods - Engages with the unique considerations 
that apply when working with geographic data - Helps you build your knowledge of key spatial statistical 
techniques, such as methods of geographic cluster detection.

Mar-21 | 256 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529707441) | £34.99  
,!7IB5C9-haheeb!

Hardcover (9781529707458) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C9-hahefi!

Sports Data Analytics with Python
A Practical Guide to Statistical Modelling
Rob Mastrodomenico

This book offers a practical introduction to the statistical analysis of sports data. With a thorough 
grounding in methodology and research design, it gives clear guidance on how to apply statistical 
modelling to a diverse range of sports data in Python. With a focus on employability, the book moves 
beyond providing training in statistics, coding and programming to set the skills you will learn in context, 
and showcases the transferability of these skills to the workplace. The book is supported by online 
resources, including video tutorials on using Python, tips from Rob on how to avoid common mistakes 
and messy, real-world datasets that allow you to become confident when dealing with any kind of data. 
Taking a straightforward and applied approach to statistics and programming, this book teaches you key 
data and research skills and showcases the power of statistical tools within sport.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529701340) | £36.99  
,!7IB5C9-habdea!

Hardcover (9781529701357) | £110.00  
,!7IB5C9-habdfh!

Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics - International 
Student Edition
Using Microsoft Excel
Fifth Edition

Neil J. Salkind and Bruce B. Frey

This Microsoft Excel version of this bestselling text presents the often intimidating and difficult subject of 
statistics in a way that is clear, informative, and personable.

Mar-21 | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781071808450) | £65.00  
,!7IB0H1-iaiefa!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529707441
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529701340
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781071808450
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Using IBM® SPSS® Statistics for Research Methods and Social 
Science Statistics
Seventh Edition

William E. Wagner, III

Supporting the use of SPSS for social statistics and research methods classes, this text covers a wide 
range of data analysis topics and incorporates the latest results from the General Social Survey (GSS).

Oct-20 | 208 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506389004) | £34.99  
,!7IB5A6-dijaae!

Using Microsoft Excel for Social Research
Charlotte Brookfield

Providing step-by-step instructions for how to use Microsoft Excel for doing statistics, Charlotte Brookfield 
discusses different stages of the research process, from first planning to writing and presenting 
your research. With a focus on conducting robust data analysis, the book is reassuring, clear and 
straightforward, helping you to: - Learn important data skills, such as preparing, cleaning and managing 
data - Reduce anxiety about approaching statistics and quantitative data - Boost your employability, 
demonstrating how to develop transferable skills like effective time management. Whether you’re learning 
data skills for the first time or translating your statistics knowledge from other software, this book will help 
you successfully carry out social research in any setting with confidence, via an engaging pedagogy that 
includes: Colour-coded chapters by difficulty, activities, ‘Remember’ boxes, further reading and skills 
checklists.

Jan-21 | 208 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526468338) | £28.99  
,!7IB5C6-egiddi!

Hardcover (9781526468345) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C6-egidef!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781506389004
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Research Methods for Business & Management

Collecting Qualitative Data Using Digital Methods
Rebecca Whiting and Katrina Pritchard
Mastering Business Research Methods

Part of SAGE’s Mastering Business Research Methods Series, conceived and edited by Bill Lee, Mark N. 
K. Saunders and Vadake K. Narayanan and designed to support researchers by providing in-depth and 
practical guidance on using a chosen method of data collection or analysis. In Collecting Qualitative Data 
Using Digital Methods, Rebecca Whiting and Katrina Pritchard provide a concise and accessible guide to 
a digital data collection method, comprised of tracking and trawling that can be used to collect qualitative 
data in the fields of business, management and organizational research. With practical guidance and 
insight into how to use this approach in your own research, this book provides invaluable support to 
Business and Management masters students who choose to work with secondary data when completing 
their dissertations.

Nov-20 | 128 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526489920) | £22.99  
,!7IB5C6-eijjca!

Hardcover (9781526489937) | £72.00  
,!7IB5C6-eijjdh!

Data Analysis Using SPSS
Lokesh Jasrai

A concise introduction to data analysis for beginners and intermediate students using IBM – Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) The present book elaborates on the basic understanding and 
application of statistical tests and data analysis using hypothetical datasets and SPSS version 22.0. 
It enhances self-learning and develops thorough understanding of the concepts through step-by-step 
processes for quick comprehension, and screen images, dialog boxes and exhibits for better interaction 
with the software. Spanning across 17 chapters, Data Analysis Using SPSS begins from the stages 
of data entry and goes on till editing and data visualization. It takes the readers through descriptive 
statistics, frequency, univariate, bivariate and regression analysis, cross-tabulation, linear models, 
and non-parametric test procedures. This textbook will act as a helpful companion to students of 
management, humanities and social sciences, agriculture and life sciences, as well as young research 
scholars.

Oct-20 | 468 Pages | SAGE Publications Pvt. Ltd

Paperback (9789353883287) | £30.00  
,!7IJ3F3-iidcih!

Doing Critical Research
Mats Alvesson and Stanley Deetz

This title builds on the success of Doing Critical Management Research which has proven to be a 
seminal text in the 20 years since publication. In 2020, Alvesson and Deetz have broadened their focus 
and updated the original book to offer relevance to critical research across all of the social sciences. 
In reflecting contemporary theoretical and methodological turns over the past few decades, it includes 
coverage of key contemporary topics such as race, gender, postmodernism and intersectionality. With 
examples throughout, the authors provide an authoritative and insightful framework for navigating critical 
theories and methods and sets out a new agenda for critical research undertaken today.

Dec-20 | 240 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529732177) | £39.99  
,!7IB5C9-hdcbhh!

Hardcover (9781529732160) | £120.00  
,!7IB5C9-hdcbga!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526489920
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Doing Research in the Real World
Fifth Edition

David E Gray

Clear and straightforward, this practical book walks you through each stage of a research project. From 
first planning to disseminating your research, it helps you develop your methods knowledge and then 
apply your research skills in practice. Keenly aware of the challenges and opportunities of doing real-
world research, the book offers pragmatic, sensible guidance to help you make good choices and conduct 
every step of the process effectively. In David Gray’s characteristic approachable style, this fifth edition: 
- Shows research in action with diverse case studies that demonstrate good research practice - Equips 
you with the tools to confidently choose the most appropriate methods for your project - Illustrates how 
research methods skills transfer to the workplace, helping you boost your employability. Accompanied 
by online resources that bring methods to life and offer full support for your project work, this accessible 
book is still the definitive research companion.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529742442) | £38.99  
,!7IB5C9-heceec!

Hardcover (9781529742435) | £120.00  
,!7IB5C9-hecedf!

How to Do Your Case Study
Third Edition

Gary Thomas

This accessible guide takes you through the process of designing, conducting and writing up a research 
project using case study methods. In his characteristic warm and friendly style, Gary Thomas covers 
each step at a confidence-building pace, helping you to get to grips with the theory and practice of doing 
a case study. Focusing on vital issues like validity, reliability and quality in research, the author helps you 
ensure your research is rigorous and methodologically sound. This third edition: - Offers an expanded 
discussion of key ethical issues in case study research - Provides up to date information about using 
social media in research - Presents a new navigation tool to help you plan your case study project - 
Enables you to develop the skills you need to become a critical and reflexive researcher. Covering 
international examples of case study in practice and accompanied by downloadable checklists and 
templates, this book is the perfect companion to help you successfully complete a case study.

Feb-21 | 304 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529704952) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C9-haejfc!

Hardcover (9781529704969) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C9-haejgj!
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Management and Business Research
Seventh Edition

Mark Easterby-Smith, Richard Thorpe, Lena J. Jaspersen and Danat Valizade

Now in its Seventh Edition, this bestselling text continues to provide readers with a clear and 
comprehensive overview of methods for conducting management and business research. This edition 
includes: - strengthened coverage of quantitative methods including three completely new chapters, 
which now support the use of R - up-to-date content on big data, predictive analytics and a dedicated 
chapter on machine learning - more guidance for students on how to conduct research projects online - a 
Research Plan Canvas template that assists students to develop and align all elements of their research 
project - a more comprehensive instructor’s manual and accompanying PowerPoints for lecturers that 
support online delivery. This book is suitable for both undergraduate and postgraduate students studying 
research methods as part of a business and management course.

Apr-21 | 568 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529734515) | £41.99  
,!7IB5C9-hdefbf!

Hardcover (9781529734522) | £130.00  
,!7IB5C9-hdefcc!

Research Projects for Business & Management Students
Second Edition

Siah Hwee Ang

This second edition of Research Projects for Business and Management Students provides students 
undertaking extended research with a foundation upon which to build their practice. The author sets out 
each stage of a research project systematically to allow you to follow along and build an understanding of 
the processes involved in carrying out in depth pieces of research, as well as the functions of commonly 
used research methods. Conversation boxes throughout will also help situate your learning by providing 
examples of commonly asked questions, challenges that may occur while you carry out your research 
and guidance on how to answer them. Professor Siah Hwee Ang is Professor of International Business 
and Strategy, inaugural Chair in Business in Asia and Director of the NZ’s Southeast Asia Centre of Asia-
Pacific Excellence at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. PowerPoint Slides are available as 
a lecturer resource at study.sagepub.com/ang2e

Feb-21 | 386 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529709469) | £37.99  
,!7IB5C9-hajegj!

Hardcover (9781529709476) | £120.00  
,!7IB5C9-hajehg!

Understanding Research for Business Students
A Complete Student’s Guide
Jonathan Wilson

Focused on guiding students through working with and understanding the challenges and advantages 
of both primary and secondary data, this book caters to any research project need. It has a strong focus 
on using secondary data and research, and includes work-based, team-based, community and multi-
disciplinary projects. It also looks at employability and key transferable skills, as well as a dedicated 
chapter on and access to data sets.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473953574) | £44.99  
,!7IB4H3-jfdfhe!

Hardcover (9781473953567) | £120.00  
,!7IB4H3-jfdfgh!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529734515
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529709469
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781473953574
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Research Methods for Communication & Media Studies / Research Methods for Education

Research Methods for Communication & Media Studies

How to Do Media and Cultural Studies
Third Edition

Jane Stokes

A favourite with both students and researchers, How to Do Media and Cultural Studies provides you with 
all the knowledge and practical expertise you need to carry out your project or dissertation. Giving you 
hands-on guidance on managing the whole process, Jane Stokes: Shows you how to identify a topic and 
create a research question. Guides you through the research process, from getting started through to 
writing-up. Explores a range of case studies, showing you how methods have been applied by others to 
research media audiences, industries and texts. Adds a new chapter exploring the use of mixed methods 
and research by practice. This best-selling book continues to inspire students and researchers worldwide. 
It is an indispensable introduction to the theory, methods and practice of media and cultural studies today.

Apr-21 | 408 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526427755) | £29.99  
,!7IB5C6-echhff!

Hardcover (9781526427748) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C6-echhei!

Research Methods for Education

Action Research for Student Teachers
Second Edition

Colin Forster and Rachel Eperjesi

Action research is a popular part of many teacher training courses but understanding how to do it well is 
not always straightforward. Previously known as Action Research for New Teachers, this book will guide 
trainee teachers through each step of the process, from initial stages of planning and research, through to 
how to analyse data and write up a research project.

Mar-21 | 208 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529730326) | £23.99  
,!7IB5C9-hdadcg!

Hardcover (9781529730333) | £70.00  
,!7IB5C9-hdaddd!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526427755
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529730326
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Research Methods for Education

Research Methods and Methodologies in Education
Third Edition

Edited by Robert Coe, Michael Waring, Larry V Hedges and Laura Day Ashley

The #1 resource for carrying out educational research as part of postgraduate study. High-quality 
educational research requires careful consideration of every aspect of the process. This all-
encompassing textbook written by leading international experts gives students and early career 
researchers a considered overview of principles that underpin research, and key qualitative, quantitative 
and mixed methods for research design, data collection and analysis. This third edition includes four new 
chapters: Disseminating your research Data science and computational research methods Observational 
methods Analysis of variance (ANOVA) Plus a new Research essentials feature that highlights key ‘must-
haves’ or misconceptions relating to each methodological approach, research design or analytical tool 
discussed. This is essential reading for postgraduate students on education courses and early career 
researchers looking to sharpen their research practice.

Apr-21 | 480 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529729627) | £29.99  
,!7IB5C9-hcjgch!

Hardcover (9781529729634) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C9-hcjgde!

Understanding Quantitative Data in Educational Research
Nicoleta Gaciu

This book is designed to help Education students gain confidence in analysing and interpreting 
quantitative data and using appropriate statistical tests, by exploring, in plain language, a variety of 
data analysis methods. Highly practical, each chapter includes step-by-step instructions on how to run 
specific statistical tests using R, practical tips on how to interpret results correctly and exercises to put 
into practice what students have learned. It also includes guidance on how to use R and RStudio, how 
to visualise quantitative data, and the fundamentals of inferential statistics, estimations and hypothesis 
testing. Nicoleta Gaciu is Senior Lecturer in Education at Oxford Brookes University.

Nov-20 | 376 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473982154) | £25.99  
,!7IB4H3-jicbfe!

Hardcover (9781473982147) | £75.00  
,!7IB4H3-jicbeh!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529729627
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781473982154
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Research Methods for Nursing, Health & Social Work

Research Methods for Nursing, Health & Social Work

Doing a Literature Review in Nursing, Health and Social Care
Third Edition

Michael Coughlan and Patricia Cronin

A clear and practical guide to completing a literature review in nursing and healthcare studies. Providing 
students with straightforward guidance on how to successfully carry out a literature review as part of a 
research project or dissertation, this book uses examples and activities to demonstrate how to complete 
each step correctly, from start to finish, and highlights how to avoid common mistakes.

Dec-20 | 192 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526497512) | £21.99  
,!7IB5C6-ejhfbc!

Hardcover (9781526497529) | £65.00  
,!7IB5C6-ejhfcj!

Making Sense of Research in Nursing, Health and Social Care
Seventh Edition

Pam Moule

What is research and how does it work in the context of nursing, health and social care? Now in its 7th 
edition, this introductory guide provides you with a concise overview of the different research methods 
and terminology that you will come across when undertaking research in any course related to nursing, 
health and social care. The book’s easy-to-follow structure takes you from research novice to confident 
researcher, helping you to make sense of research and understand how it is implemented in healthcare 
practice. This is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students within the health and 
therapy professions, nurses, midwives, physiotherapists, radiographers, occupational therapists, speech 
and language therapists, and paramedics.

Nov-20 | 232 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529712018) | £23.99  
,!7IB5C9-hbcabi!

Hardcover (9781529712025) | £70.00  
,!7IB5C9-hbcacf!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526497512
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529712018
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Research Methods for Nursing, Health & Social Work

Qualitative Research Methods for Nurses
Robert Dingwall and Karen Staniland

Covering the entire research process – from understanding theory to writing up your project – this book 
provides students with an easy-to-follow introduction to qualitative methods in nursing and healthcare. It 
offers straightforward guidance on key issues such as ethics and equips students with practical tools for 
approaching steps like searching and reviewing the literature. It also: Provides a clear historical overview 
of nursing and healthcare research, helping deepen understanding of the field Shows students how to 
use literature to inform their choice of a research topic and research question Helps students develop 
a critical approach to their own thinking and practice. Grounded in numerous real-world examples that 
offer insight into best practice and how to overcome potential pitfalls, this book helps students to develop 
their research skills and use qualitative methods with confidence. Visit https://study.sagepub.com/
dingwallandstaniland to watch author-hosted video introductions to each chapter, exclusive videos from 
the SAGE Research Methods collection and a variety of research-focused YouTube videos to support 
your learning.

Oct-20 | 232 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781446248768) | £24.99  
,!7IB4E6-ceihgi!

Hardcover (9781446248751) | £75.00  
,!7IB4E6-ceihfb!

Research Methods for Nurses and Midwives
Theory and Practice
Second Edition

Merryl Harvey and Lucy Land

With a focus on both understanding and doing, this book first lays the theoretical foundations you need 
to consume and critique research before showing how to translate this into action when tackling your 
own project. At a steady pace, it takes you through each step of the research process, offering a wealth 
of examples at each stage and providing practical support as you undertake your literature review or 
research project. Ideal for pre- and post-registration nurses and midwives, this second edition: - Equips 
you with vital research skills like time management - Covers new and updated NMC education standards 
and recent changes in policy and law - Establishes the relevance of research to everyday practice and 
inspires you to investigate relevant research questions

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529722840) | £28.99  
,!7IB5C9-hcciea!

Hardcover (9781529722857) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C9-hccifh!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781446248768
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529722840
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Research Methods for Psychology

Research Methods for Psychology

An R Companion for Applied Statistics II
Multivariable and Multivariate Techniques
Danney Rasco

An R Companion for Applied Statistics II: Multivariable and Multivariate Techniques breaks the language 
of the R software down into manageable chunks in order to help students learn how to use R to analyze 
multivariate data. The book has been designed to be an R companion to Rebecca M. Warner’s Applied 
Statistics II: Third Edition, and includes end-of-chapter instructions for replicating the examples from that 
book in R.

Sep-20 | 288 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781071815571) | £33.99  
,!7IB0H1-ibffhb!

Analysing Qualitative Data in Psychology
Third Edition

Edited by Evanthia Lyons and Adrian Coyle

This book will guide your students through five different qualitative approaches – thematic analysis, 
interpretative phenomenological analysis, grounded theory, narrative analysis and discourse analysis. 
Applying them all to a common data set, this book gives a step-by-step on each approach and helps 
students work out which is the right one for them. Plus, with a whole new part on qualitative data 
collection – including chapters on interviewing, social media data and visual methodologies – this new 
edition is the ultimate resource for students engaged in qualitative psychological research or studying 
methods at any level.

Mar-21 | 568 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529702095) | £36.99  
,!7IB5C9-hacajf!

Hardcover (9781529702101) | £110.00  
,!7IB5C9-hacbab!

Presenting Statistical Results Effectively
Robert Andersen and David A. Armstrong II

Focusing on understanding and communication whilst considering important statistical theory, this new 
text provides a key resource for advanced students and researchers on working with statistical data.

Dec-21 | 288 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781446269817) | £26.99  
,!7IB4E6-cgjibh!

Hardcover (9781446269800) | £75.00  
,!7IB4E6-cgjiaa!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781071815571
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529702095
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781446269817
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Research Methods for Psychology

Research Methods in Psychology
Fifth Edition

Edited by Glynis M Breakwell, Daniel B. Wright and Julie Barnett

Much has changed in psychological research in the last decade and much has changed in the fifth 
edition of Research Methods in Psychology to make sure that it is still an essential textbook for teaching 
Research Methods. With 6 new chapters looking at the biggest issues in psychological research and 
a complete reframing of qualitative and quantitative methods, this book is at the forefront of ethical, 
innovative and sound research. Take a look to see how we’ve redesigned this classic texts to meet the 
needs of the modern researcher and lecturer.

Oct-20 | 584 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526488923) | £38.99  
,!7IB5C6-eiijcd!

Hardcover (9781526488916) | £110.00  
,!7IB5C6-eiijbg!

Scale Development
Theory and Applications
Fifth Edition

Robert F. DeVellis
Applied Social Research Methods

In the Fifth Edition of Scale Development, Robert F. DeVellis demystifies measurement by emphasizing 
a logical rather than strictly mathematical understanding of concepts. The text supports readers in 
comprehending newer approaches to measurement, comparing them to classical approaches, and 
grasping more clearly the relative merits of each. This edition addresses new topics pertinent to modern 
measurement approaches and includes additional exercises and topics for class discussion.

Dec-21 | 296 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544379340) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-dhjdea!

Statistics Alive!
Third Edition

Wendy J. Steinberg and Matthew Price

Statistics Alive! presents essential content on statistical analysis in short, digestible modules. Written in a 
conversational tone with anecdotal stories and light-hearted humor, it’s an enjoyable read that will ensure 
your students are always prepared for class.

Oct-20 | 624 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544328263) | £96.00  
,!7IB5E4-dcicgd!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526488923
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544379340
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544328263
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Research Methods for Psychology / Research Project

Student Study Guide to Accompany Statistics Alive!
Third Edition

Wendy J. Steinberg, Matthew Price and Zoe Brier

This affordable student study guide and workbook to accompany Wendy J. Steinberg and Matthew 
Price’s Statistics Alive!, Third Edition, helps students get the added review and practice they need to 
improve their skills and master their Introduction to Statistics course.

Oct-20 | 288 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544328317) | £34.99  
,!7IB5E4-dcidbh!

Research Project

Safer Field Research in the Social Sciences
A Guide to Human and Digital Security in Hostile Environments
Jannis Grimm, Kevin Koehler, Ellen M. Lust, Ilyas Saliba and Isabell Schierenbeck

Exploring the challenges and risks of social science fieldwork, this book shares best practice for 
conducting research in hostile environments and pragmatic advice to help you make good decisions. 
Drawing on the authors’ experiences in regions of conflict and grounded in real-world examples, the book: 
- Provides practical guidance on important considerations like choosing a research question in sensitive 
contexts - Gives advice on data and digital security to help you minimize fieldwork risk in a contemporary 
research environment - Offers tools and templates you can use to develop a tailored security framework. 
Building your understanding of the challenges of on-the-ground research, this book empowers you to 
meet the challenges of your research landscape head on.

Jul-20 | 176 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529701043) | £29.99  
,!7IB5C9-habaed!

Hardcover (9781529701050) | £85.00  
,!7IB5C9-habafa!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781544328317
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529701043
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Research Project / Survey Research

The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project
Fourth Edition

Zina O’Leary

This practical book sets out how to approach each stage of your research project, from choosing a 
research design and methodology to collecting and analysing data and communicating your results – and 
showcases best practice along the way. Packed with pragmatic guidance for tackling research in the real 
world, this fourth edition: - Offers support for diving into a project using digital data, with how-to guidance 
on conducting online and social media research - Empowers you to confidently disseminate your work 
and present with impact - Helps you map out your research journey and put a plan in place with decision 
trees in every chapter - Challenges you to be reflective and critical about the research you consume 
and undertake. Zina O’Leary’s detailed and down-to-earth approach gives you the research skills and 
momentum you need to successfully complete your research project.

Mar-21 | 456 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529713466) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C9-hbdegg!

Hardcover (9781529713473) | £75.00  
,!7IB5C9-hbdehd!

Survey Research

A Practical Introduction to Survey Design
A Beginner’s Guide
Haydn Aarons

Through templates and real-world examples, this step-by-step guide clearly illustrates what good and 
bad data look like in order to give students the confidence in how to assess and critique data quality, 
while showing them how to build an effective survey around their research questions. Survey research 
is also contextualised within the wider research process and broader research challenges. Similarly, 
through analysis of extant surveys and survey data from global contexts, common errors help highlight 
how to use secondary data well. With a pragmatic approach that helps students learn what they need to 
with limited time, this book: - Highlights good sampling techniques and provides templates for contacting 
potential participants in order to secure an appropriate sample population. - Contains plenty of visual and 
engaging pedagogy, such as SPSS screenshots, chapter aims, case studies and exercises. - Includes an 
online resources page with videos, templates, case studies, SRM content, and end of chapter reflective 
questions.

Dec-20 | 360 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526460301) | £32.99  
,!7IB5C6-egadab!

Hardcover (9781526460295) | £90.00  
,!7IB5C6-egacjf!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529713466
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526460301
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Survey Research / The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

User-Centred Design in Surveys
A Practical Guide
Laura Wilson and Emma Dickinson

This step-by-step guide shows you how to deliver surveys that balance robust methodology with best 
practice for meeting user needs, bridging the gap between user-experience design and social research. 
Interweaving classic and cutting-edge theory alongside clear guidance on the process of designing 
and implementing a survey, this book equips you with a set of techniques to develop your survey skills, 
allowing you to generate high quality data and plan effective interventions. Acknowledging the realities of 
conducting research, the book offers advice on how to alleviate practical concerns, like managing sample 
size, and shows you how to apply this knowledge to a research project with any budget or time-frame. 
Pragmatic and straightforward, this book allows you to progress your understanding of survey research 
and promotes a new way to conceptualize survey design.

Nov-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529701265) | £34.99  
,!7IB5C9-habcgf!

Hardcover (9781529701272) | £100.00  
,!7IB5C9-habchc!

The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Archival and Secondary Data
Tarani Chandola and Cara Booker
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Data archives provide rich and expansive sources of information for researchers. This book highlights the 
utility of secondary data analyses whilst showing you how to select the right datasets for your study, and 
in turn get the most out of your research. Topics include: - Generating your research question - Selecting 
appropriate datasets and variables - Examining univariate, bivariate and multivariate associations - 
Visualisng your data with tables and graphs. Part of The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit, this book will 
give you the know-how and confidence needed to succeed on your quantitative research journey.

Mar-21 | 160 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526424723) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecehcd!

Beginning Quantitative Research
Malcolm Williams, Richard Wiggins and Paul R. Vogt
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

This concise text from The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit provides a clear and digestible introduction 
to completing quantitative research. Taking you step-by-step through the process of completing 
your quantitative research project, it offers guidance on formulating a research question, completing 
a literature review, designing your research around your data source, and choosing appropriate 
methodology.

Sep-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526432148) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-edcbei!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529701265
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526424723
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526432148
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The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Big Data Mining and Complexity
Brian C. Castellani and Rajeev Rajaram
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

This book offers a much needed critical introduction to data mining and ‘big data’. Supported by multiple 
case studies and examples, the authors provide: - Digestible overviews of key terms and concepts 
relevant to using social media data in quantitative research - A critical review of data mining and ‘big 
data’ from a complexity science perspective, including its future potential and limitations - A practical 
exploration of the challenges of putting together and managing a ‘big data’ database - An evaluation of 
the core mathematical and conceptual frameworks, grounded in a case-based computational modeling 
perspective, which form the foundations of all data mining techniques. Part of The SAGE Quantitative 
Research Kit, this book will give you the know-how and confidence needed to succeed on your 
quantitative research journey.

Mar-21 | 180 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526423818) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecdibi!

Exploratory and Descriptive Statistics
Julie Scott Jones and John Goldring
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Nervous about statistics? This guide offers a clear, straight to the point break down of exploratory and 
descriptive statistics and its potential. Anchored by lots of examples and exercises to enhance your 
learning, it offers gudience on how to: Identify and access different types of variables and data, Select 
the best method for measuring your chosen variables and data, Use data viusalization techniques to 
tell stories with your data, Appropriately clean and manage your data. Part of The SAGE Quantitative 
Research Kit, this book will give you the know-how and confidence needed to succeed on your 
quantitative research journey.

Mar-21 | 180 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526424716) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecehbg!

Introduction to Modern Modelling Methods
D. Betsy McCoach and Dakota Cintron
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Using simple and direct language, this concise text provides practical guidance on a wide range of 
modeling methods and techniques for use with quantitative data. It covers: - 2-level Multilevel Models 
- Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) - Longitudinal Modeling using multilevel and SEM techniques - 
Combining organizational and longitudinal models. Part of The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit, this 
book will give you the know-how and confidence needed to succeed on your quantitative research 
journey.

Apr-21 | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526424037) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-eceadh!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526423818
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526424716
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526424037
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The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Regression Models for Categorical and Count Data
Peter Martin
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

This text provides practical guidance on conducting regression analysis on categorical and count data. 
Step by step and supported by lots of helpful graphs, it covers both the theoretical underpinnings of these 
methods as well as their application, giving you the skills needed to apply them to your own research. 
It offers guidance on: - Using logistic regression models for binary, ordinal, and multinomial outcomes - 
Applying count regression, including Poisson, negative binomial, and zero-inflated models - Choosing 
the most appropriate model to use for your research - The general principles of good statistical modelling 
in practice. Part of The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit, this book will give you the know-how and 
confidence needed to succeed on your quantitative research journey

Apr-21 | 180 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781529761269) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C9-hgbcgj!

Statistical Approaches to Causal Analysis
Matthew McBee
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

A practical, up-to-date, step-by-step guidance on causal analysis for advancing students, this volume of 
the SAGE Quantitative Research kit features worked example datasets throughout to clearly demonstrate 
the appication of these powerful techniques, giving students the know-how and the confidence to 
succeed in their quantitative research journey. Matthew McBee evaluates the issue of causal inference in 
quantitative research, while providing guidance on how to apply these analyses to your data, discussing 
key concepts such as Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), Rubin’s Causal Model (RCM), Propensity Score 
Analysis, Regression Discontinuity Design.

Mar-21 | 160 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526424730) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecehda!

Statistical Inference and Probability
John MacInnes
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

An experienced author in the field of data analytics and statistics, John Macinnes has produced a 
straight-forward text that breaks down the complex topic of inferential statistics with accessible language 
and detailed examples. It covers a range of topics, including: - Probability and Sampling distributions 
- Inference and regression - Power, effect size and inverse probability. Part of The SAGE Quantitative 
Research Kit, this book will give you the know-how and confidence needed to succeed on your 
quantitative research journey.

Apr-21 | 160 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526424167) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecebgh!

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781529761269
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526424730
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/asi/product/9781526424167
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The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit / Bestsellers in Research Methods & Evaluation

Survey Research and Sampling
Jan Eichhorn
The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit

Part of The SAGE Quantitative Research Kit, this book is an ideal companion for those looking to 
undertake survey research. Anchored by lots of case studies of real research and expert interviews to 
strengthen your understanding, it provides guidance on the range of skills needed for watertight survey 
research and sampling.

Apr-21 | 128 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526423801) | £26.99  
,!7IB5C6-ecdiab!

Bestsellers in Research Methods & Evaluation

A Student’s Guide to Bayesian Statistics
Ben Lambert

Supported by a wealth of learning features, exercises, and visual elements as well as online video 
tutorials and interactive simulations, this book is the first student-focused introduction to Bayesian 
statistics. Without sacrificing technical integrity for the sake of simplicity, the author draws upon 
accessible, student-friendly language to provide approachable instruction perfectly aimed at statistics and 
Bayesian newcomers.

Apr-18 | 520 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473916364) | £36.99  
,!7IB4H3-jbgdge!

Hardcover (9781473916357) | £100.00  
,!7IB4H3-jbgdfh!

An Introduction to Qualitative Research
Sixth Edition

Uwe Flick

The definitive guide to the full qualitative research process, from design to dissemination, this is 
everything you need to understand how good quality research is produced, and how to use and enrich 
your own work with it. New to this edition: - A new structure follows the research process step-by-step 
- Brand new chapter on digital methods and social media data explores cutting-edge research - Multi-
disciplinary case studies give you real research examples whatever your subject - Focused reading 
exercises help you explore the literature and build a better bibliography - Integrated online resources, to 
master the key concepts, discover real research and track your progress An Introduction to Qualitative 
Research has everything a social science student needs to understand and explore the richness of 
qualitative research.

Dec-18 | 696 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526445650) | £33.99  
,!7IB5C6-eefgfa!

Hardcover (9781526445643) | £95.00  
,!7IB5C6-eefged!
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Becoming an Academic Writer
50 Exercises for Paced, Productive, and Powerful Writing
Second Edition

Patricia Goodson

With its friendly, step-by-step format, Becoming an Academic Writer helps writers improve their writing 
by engaging in deep and deliberate practice—a type of practice adopted by expert performers in areas 
such as sports or music. Featuring 50 exercises, this practical, self-paced guide is flexibly organized 
so readers can either work their way through all of the exercises in order or focus on the specific areas 
where they need additional practice building their skills. The Second Edition is enhanced by a new 
appendix on literature review, new feature boxes, and new chapter summaries.  
 

Apr-16 | 296 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781483376257) | £34.99  
,!7IB4I3-dhgcfh!

Case Study Research and Applications
Design and Methods
Sixth Edition

Robert K. Yin

The Sixth Edition of Robert K. Yin’s bestseller provides a complete portal to the world of case study 
research. Offering comprehensive coverage of the design and use of the case study method in addition 
to an integration of applications, the book gives readers access to exemplary case studies drawn from a 
wide variety of academic and applied fields. The integration of applications will enable users to see more 
directly how concrete case studies can implement the principles of case study research methods.

Jan-18 | 352 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506336169) | £45.99  
,!7IB5A6-ddgbgj!

Completing Your Qualitative Dissertation
A Road Map From Beginning to End
Fourth Edition

Linda Dale Bloomberg and Marie Volpe

Completing Your Qualitative Dissertation offers comprehensive step-by-step guidance and practical tools 
for navigating the personal and professional challenges that can arise during the qualitative dissertation 
journey. Authors Linda Dale Bloomberg and Maria Volpe skillfully blend the conceptual, theoretical, and 
practical, empowering readers to successfully master both the content and the process of their qualitative 
dissertations.  The Fourth Edition has been thoroughly updated to respond to developments in the field, 
allowing the book to have wider application for dissertation work within the evolving world of qualitative 
inquiry. Included in this edition is a new chapter titled “Achieving Alignment Throughout Your Dissertation,” 
a greater focus on how all qualitative traditions can encompass activist research and social justice inquiry, 
and enhanced coverage on the role of the researcher, emphasizing the importance of reflexivity and 
approaching research critically.

Nov-18 | 456 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544336527) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-ddgfch!
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Constructing Grounded Theory
Second Edition

Kathy Charmaz
Introducing Qualitative Methods series

Kathy Charmaz presents the definitive guide to doing grounded theory from a constructivist perspective. 
This second edition of her groundbreaking text retains the accessibility and warmth of the first edition 
whilst introducing cutting edge examples and practical tips. This expanded second edition: - explores 
how to effectively focus on data collection - demonstrates how to use data for theorizing - adds two new 
chapters that guide you through conducting and analysing interviews in grounded theory - adds a new 
chapter on symbolic interactionism and grounded theory - considers recent epistemological debates 
about the place of prior theory - discusses the legacy of Anselm Strauss for grounded theory. This is a 
seminal title for anyone serious about understanding and doing grounded theory research.

Mar-14 | 416 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9780857029140) | £32.99  
,!7IA8F7-acjbea!

Hardcover (9780857029133) | £103.00  
,!7IA8F7-acjbdd!

Data Visualisation
A Handbook for Data Driven Design
Second Edition (Revised Edition)

Andy Kirk

One of the “six best books for data geeks” - Financial Times / Winner of the “Printed Information 
Resource 2020” award from the Knowledge & Information Management Group, part of The Chartered 
Association of Library & Information Professionals (CILIP). With over 200 images and extensive how-to 
and how-not-to examples, this new edition has everything students and scholars need to understand and 
create effective data visualisations. Combining ‘how to think’ instruction with a ‘how to produce’ mentality, 
this book takes readers step-by-step through analysing, designing, and curating information into useful, 
impactful tools of communication. With this book and its extensive collection of online support, readers 
can: - Decide what visualisations work best for their data and their audience using the chart gallery - See 
data visualisation in action and learn the tools to try it themselves - Follow online checklists, tutorials, and 
exercises to build skills and confidence - Get advice from the UK’s leading data visualisation trainer on 
everything from getting started to honing the craft.

Aug-19 | 328 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526468925) | £35.99  
,!7IB5C6-egijcf!

Hardcover (9781526468932) | £105.00  
,!7IB5C6-egijdc!
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Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics
Fifth Edition

Andy Field

With an exciting new look, new characters to meet, and its unique combination of humour and step-
by-step instruction, this award-winning book is the statistics lifesaver for everyone. From initial theory 
through to regression, factor analysis and multilevel modelling, Andy Field animates statistics and SPSS 
software with his famously bizarre examples and activities. New to this edition: - A radical new design with 
original illustrations and even more colour - A maths diagnostic tool to help students establish what areas 
they need to revise and improve on - A revamped digital resource that uses video, case studies, datasets 
and more to help students negotiate project work, master data management techniques, and apply key 
writing and employability skills - New sections on replication, open science and Bayesian thinking - Now 
fully up to date with IBM SPSS Statistics© version 24.

Nov-17 | 1104 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526419521) | £49.99  
,!7IB5C6-ebjfcb!

Hardcover (9781526419514) | £132.00  
,!7IB5C6-ebjfbe!

Discovering Statistics Using R
Andy Field, Jeremy Miles and Zoë Field

The R version of Andy Field’s hugely popular Discovering Statistics Using SPSS takes students on 
a journey of statistical discovery using the freeware R. Like its sister textbook, Discovering Statistics 
Using R is written in an irreverent style and follows the same ground-breaking structure and pedagogical 
approach. The core material is enhanced by a cast of characters to help the reader on their way, 
hundreds of examples, self-assessment tests to consolidate knowledge, and additional website material 
for those wanting to learn more.

Mar-12 | 992 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781446200469) | £58.00  
,!7IB4E6-caaegj!

Hardcover (9781446200452) | £145.00  
,!7IB4E6-caaefc!

Doing a Literature Review
Releasing the Research Imagination
Second Edition

Chris Hart
SAGE Study Skills Series

The ultimate guide to the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ of literature reviewing, the second edition of the classic 
text shows how the literature review will unlock the full potential of one’s research with: - A thorough 
exploration of the literature review process from start to finish - Two brand new chapters explaining the 
different types of review and evidence and evaluation - Extended examples that show you how to apply 
key techniques and procedures - A new ‘core skills’ framework to help you turn your research experience 
into employability - A critical thinking focus that will help you construct convincing arguments and improve 
your research decisions. In combining a critical, philosophical approach with an expertly selected body 
of practical examples, the Second Edition of Chris Hart’s landmark text provides both the intellectual 
understanding and the technical skills required to produce sophisticated, robust literature reviews of the 
very highest standard.

Jan-18 | 352 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526419217) | £28.99  
,!7IB5C6-ebjcbh!

Hardcover (9781526419200) | £83.00  
,!7IB5C6-ebjcaa!
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Effective Data Visualization
The Right Chart for the Right Data
Second Edition

Stephanie D. H. Evergreen

Written by sought-after speaker, designer, and researcher Stephanie D. H. Evergreen, Effective Data 
Visualization shows readers how to create Excel charts and graphs that best communicate their data 
findings. This comprehensive how-to guide functions as a set of blueprints—supported by both research 
and the author’s extensive experience with clients in industries all over the world—for conveying data 
in an impactful way. Delivered in Evergreen’s humorous and approachable style, the book covers 
the spectrum of graph types available beyond the default options, how to determine which one most 
appropriately fits specific data stories, and easy steps for building the chosen graph in Excel.

May-19 | 352 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544350882) | £45.99  
,!7IB5E4-dfaiic!

How to Do Your Research Project
A Guide for Students
Third Edition

Gary Thomas

Gary’s book, never more than a metre away, has been my indispensable research companion. With its 
easy layout, my well-worn copy, stripy with florescent marker and pencilled notes, has been my go-
to, on-hand supervisor throughout my degree; taking the distance out of distance learning. Replace 
daunting and impossible with clarity and entertainment. I wouldn’t be where I am today without it; it has 
been my gateway to achievement’ - Ellie Davies Moore, distance learner in Multi-Sensory Impairment 
at the University of Birmingham With more advice on concluding, writing up and presenting research, 
using social media and digital methods, and understanding what supervisors want and how to work with 
them, the third edition of this bestselling title continues to lead the way as an essential guide for anyone 
undertaking a research project in the applied social sciences. Setting out a clear and detailed road map, 
Gary Thomas guides the reader through the different stages of a research project, explaining key steps 
and processes at each level in refreshingly jargon-free terms. Packed with engaging anecdotal evidence 
and practical advice and supported by an interactive website featuring worksheets, videos, SAGE Journal 
articles and more, this new edition is a user-friendly, one-stop-shop for guidance on research principles.

May-17 | 360 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473948877) | £25.99  
,!7IB4H3-jeiihh!

Hardcover (9781473948860) | £82.00  
,!7IB4H3-jeiiga!

How to Write a Master’s Thesis
Third Edition

Yvonne N. Bui

The Third Edition of How to Write a Master’s Thesis is a comprehensive manual on how to plan and write 
a five-chapter master’s thesis, and a great resource for graduate students looking for concrete, applied 
guidance on how to successfully complete their master’s degrees. While research methods and statistics 
courses may teach students the basic information on how to conduct research, putting it all together 
into a single project and document can be a challenge. Author Yvonne Bui demystifies this process by 
integrating the language learned in prerequisite methods and statistics courses into a step-by-step guide 
for developing a student’s own thesis or project. 
 
 

Oct-19 | 320 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506336091) | £34.99  
,!7IB5A6-ddgajb!
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How to Write a Phenomenological Dissertation
A Step-by-Step Guide
First Edition

Katarzyna Peoples
Qualitative Research Methods

Conducting phenomenological research for dissertations can be an involved and challenging process, 
and writing it up is often the most challenging part. How to Write a Phenomenological Dissertation gives 
students practical, applied advice on how to structure and develop each chapter of the dissertation 
specifically for phenomenological research.

May-20 | 192 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544328362) | £22.99  
,!7IB5E4-dcidgc!

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
Theory, Method and Research
Jonathan A Smith, Paul Flowers and Michael Larkin

Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) is an increasingly popular approach to qualitative inquiry. 
This handy text covers its theoretical foundations and provides a detailed guide to conducting IPA 
research. Extended worked examples from the authors’ own studies in health, sexuality, psychological 
distress and identity illustrate the breadth and depth of IPA research. Each of the chapters also offers 
a guide to other good exemplars of IPA research in the designated area. The final section of the book 
considers how IPA connects with other contemporary qualitative approaches like discourse and narrative 
analysis and how it addresses issues to do with validity. The book is written in an accessible style and will 
be extremely useful to students and researchers in psychology and related disciplines in the health and 
social sciences.

May-09 | 232 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781412908344) | £35.99  
,!7IB4B2-jaidee!

Hardcover (9781412908337) | £98.00  
,!7IB4B2-jaiddh!

Interpreting Qualitative Data
Sixth Edition

David Silverman

With a wealth of examples and learning features, the book takes a practical approach to methods training 
and provides a strong foundation in research design for social science students. In his characteristic 
positive writing style, author David Silverman offers useful advice on sticking points faced by beginner 
researchers and helps you build your confidence. Central to this sixth edition are its online resources, 
including: - Entertaining and inspiring videos from the author that help you unpack concepts, boost your 
understanding and think critically - An ‘assessment corner’, offering practical help and tailored support 
for typical assignments e.g. group reports and literature reviews - A downloadable workbook providing a 
hands on way to get to grips with the necessary skills for gathering, analysing and interpreting qualitative 
data. Approachable, clear and friendly, this book equips you with the tools to tackle key issues faced by 
qualitative researchers and establish good practice in your own research.

Nov-19 | 568 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526467249) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C6-eghcej!

Hardcover (9781526467256) | £95.00  
,!7IB5C6-eghcfg!
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InterViews
Learning the Craft of Qualitative Research Interviewing
Third Edition

Svend Brinkmann and Steinar Kvale

The Third Edition of Brinkmann and Kvale’s InterViews: Learning the Craft of Qualitative Research 
Interviewing, offers readers comprehensive and practical insight into the many factors that contribute 
to successful interviews. The book invites readers on a journey through the landscape of interview 
research, providing the “hows” and “whys” of research interviewing, and outlines paths for students 
to follow on the way to research goals. Thoroughly updated to account for all recent developments in 
qualitative interviewing, the New Edition expands its focus on the practical, epistemological, and ethical 
issues involved in interviewing, while maintaining the fluid and logical structure it has become known for 
throughout the text.

May-14 | 424 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781452275727) | £45.99  
,!7IB4F2-chfhch!

Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies
Third Edition

Allen F. Repko, Rick Szostak and Michelle Phillips Buchberger

Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies provides a comprehensive introduction to interdisciplinary 
studies with an approach that is conceptual and practical. Completely updated to reflect advances in 
the literature on research, learning, and assessment, the book describes the role of both disciplines and 
interdisciplinarity within the academy, and how these have evolved. Authors Allen F. Repko, Rick Szostak, 
and Michelle Phillips Buchberger effectively show students how to think like interdisciplinarians in order to 
facilitate their working with topics, complex problems, or themes that span multiple disciplines.

Jan-20 | 448 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781544379401) | £65.00  
,!7IB5E4-dhjeab!

Qualitative Data Analysis with NVivo
Third Edition

Kristi Jackson and Patricia Bazeley

Engaging and accessible, this book offers students a complete guide to using NVivo for qualitative data 
analysis. Drawing on their wealth of expertise, the authors offer detailed, practical advice that relates to 
students’ own experience and research projects. Packed with real-world examples and case studies, the 
book supports students through every stage of qualitative data analysis. The Third Edition: - Contains 
fully integrated instructions for using NVivo on both Mac and PC, with screenshots and click-by-click 
guidance. - Seamlessly interweaves theory and practice in easy-to-follow steps. - Empowers students to 
develop their critical thinking. Accompanied by video tutorials for both Mac and PC, web links and a host 
of other helpful online resources, this step-by-step book removes students’ anxiety about tackling data 
analysis. Whether for advanced researchers or those approaching the task for the first time, this clear, yet 
comprehensive guide is the perfect companion for anyone doing qualitative data analysis with NVivo.

Apr-19 | 376 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526449948) | £31.99  
,!7IB5C6-eejjei!

Hardcover (9781526449931) | £95.00  
,!7IB5C6-eejjdb!
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Qualitative Research Design
An Interactive Approach
Third Edition

Joseph A. Maxwell
Applied Social Research Methods

This book gives researchers and students a user-friendly, step-by-step guide to planning qualitative 
research. Based on a course that the author taught for 7 years at the Harvard Graduate School of 
Education, it is written in an informal, jargon-free style and incorporates many examples and hands-on 
exercises. Rather than the rigid, linear approach to design that is usually found in research methods 
textbooks--and which is particularly ill suited for qualitative research--this book presents a flexible, 
systemic model of design. This model not only better fits what experienced qualitative researchers 
actually do, but provides a clear framework for designing a study and developing a research proposal. 
This edition includes new or substantially expanded discussions of research paradigms, defining a 
research problem, site and participant selection, relationships with research participants, data analysis, 
and validity, as well as more examples and exercises.

Aug-12 | 232 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781412981194) | £34.99  
,!7IB4B2-jibbje!

Qualitative Research Practice
A Guide for Social Science Students and Researchers
Second Edition

Edited by Jane Ritchie, Jane Lewis, Carol McNaughton Nicholls and Rachel Ormston

Why use qualitative methods? What kinds of questions can qualitative methods help you answer? How 
do you actually do rigorous and reflective qualitative research in the real world? Written by a team of 
leading researchers associated with NatCen Social Research (the National Centre for Social Research) 
this textbook leads students and researchers through the entire process of qualitative research from 
beginning to end - moving through design, sampling, data collection, analysis and reporting. This book is 
an ideal guide for students, practitioners and researchers faced with the challenges of doing qualitative 
research in both applied and academic settings in messy real-life contexts.

Nov-13 | 456 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781446209127) | £36.99  
,!7IB4E6-cajbch!

Hardcover (9781446209110) | £113.00  
,!7IB4E6-cajbba!

Research Design
Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches
Fifth Edition (International Student Edition)

John W. Creswell and J. David Creswell

This best-selling text pioneered the comparison of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods research 
design. For all three approaches, John W. Creswell and new co-author J. David Creswell include a 
preliminary consideration of philosophical assumptions, key elements of the research process, a review 
of the literature, an assessment of the use of theory in research applications, and reflections about the 
importance of writing and ethics in scholarly inquiry.

Dec-17 | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506386768) | £52.00  
,!7IB5A6-dighgi!
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Research Methodology
A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners
Fifth Edition

Ranjit Kumar

Designed with students, for students and now shortlisted for the British Book Design and Production 
Awards 2019! Eight steps, two pathways, one book. The Fifth Edition of the bestseller Research 
Methodology has reimagined, redesigned, and fully renovated how a textbook can help students achieve 
success in their methods course or research project. Eight steps: Foolproof for any beginner researcher, 
the book breaks the process of designing and doing a research project into achievable stages. It 
delivers students from research problem to their written research report at the pace they need, with clear 
explanations, DIY tasks and study skills support. In a new landscape format it presents figures, models 
and visualizations elegantly, so they don’t break over a page, making even complex concepts easier 
to understand. Two pathways: With an innovative, beautiful design, regular progress checkpoints have 
been built into the book and its online resources. As students proceed through the 8 steps, each chapter 
provides regular opportunities for students to check understanding or give themselves a challenge. Each 
pathway then gives them the resources they need. Confused? Stop, practise with quizzes and flashcards, 
or use a video to look at a concept a different way. Up for a challenge? Access a wealth of additional 
material including research articles, readings, case studies, activities, bibliography tools and inspiration to 
pursue your curiosity, impress your lecturer, and nail your assignments. With this one book, every student 
gets what they need to succeed. It is the perfect essential text for students and beginner researchers 
across the social sciences.

Jan-19 | 528 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781526449900) | £35.99  
,!7IB5C6-eejjaa!

Hardcover (9781526449894) | £105.00  
,!7IB5C6-eejije!

Research Methods in Practice
Strategies for Description and Causation
Second Edition

Dahlia K. Remler and Gregg G. Van Ryzin

The Second Edition of Research Methods in Practice: Strategies for Description and Causation sets 
an entirely new standard for presenting and learning research methods. The perspective gained from 
this text makes it a truly necessary tool for such applied disciplines as public affairs and administration, 
public policy, psychology, urban affairs, education, sociology, social work, business, public health, political 
science, economics, communications and criminal justice.

May-14 | 648 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781452276403) | £77.00  
,!7IB4F2-chgead!

Research Methods, Statistics, and Applications
Second Edition

Kathrynn A. Adams and Eva K. Lawrence

One of the greatest strengths of this text is the consistent integration of research methods and statistics 
so that students can better understand how the research process requires the combination of these 
elements. The end goal is to spark students’ interest in conducting research and to increase their ability 
to critically analyze it. In the new second edition of the text, Katherine Adams and Eva Lawrence have 
integrated additional information on online data collection and research methods, additional coverage of 
regression and ANOVA, and new examples to engage students.

Apr-18 | 672 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506350455) | £96.00  
,!7IB5A6-dfaeff!
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Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics
Using Microsoft Excel 2016
Fourth Edition

Neil J. Salkind

Based on Neil J. Salkind’s bestselling text, Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics, this 
adapted Excel 2016 version presents an often intimidating and difficult subject in a way that is clear, 
informative, and personable. Researchers and students uncomfortable with the analysis portion of their 
work will appreciate the book’s unhurried pace and thorough, friendly presentation. Opening with an 
introduction to Excel 2016, including functions and formulas, this edition shows students how to install 
the Excel Data Analysis Tools option to access a host of useful analytical techniques and then walks 
them through various statistical procedures, beginning with correlations and graphical representation of 
data and ending with inferential techniques and analysis of variance. New to the Fourth Edition: - A new 
chapter 2 dealing with large data sets using Excel functions and pivot tables, and illustrating how certain 
databases and other categories of functions and formulas can help make the data in big data sets easier 
to work with and the results more understandable. - New chapter-ending exercises are included and 
contain a variety of levels of application. - Additional TechTalks have been added to help students master 
Excel 2016. - A new, chapter-ending Real World Stats feature shows readers how statistics is applied in 
the everyday world. - Basic maths instruction and practice exercises for those who need to brush up on 
their math skills are included in the appendix.

Apr-16 | 544 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781483374086) | £65.00  
,!7IB4I3-dheaig!

Survey Research Methods
Fifth Edition

Floyd J Fowler, Jr
Applied Social Research Methods

The Fifth Edition of Floyd J. Fowler Jr.’s bestselling Survey Research Methods presents the very latest 
methodological knowledge on surveys. Offering a sound basis for evaluating how each aspect of a 
survey can affect its precision, accuracy, and credibility, the book guides readers through each step of 
the survey research process. This fully updated edition addresses the growth of the Internet for data 
collection and the subsequent rapid expansion of online survey usage, the precipitous drop in response 
rates for telephone surveys, the continued improvement in techniques for pre-survey evaluation of 
questions, and the growing role of individual cell phones in addition to—and often instead of—household 
landlines. Throughout the book, the author puts the profound changes taking place in the survey research 
world today into perspective, helping researchers learn how to best use new and traditional options for 
collecting data.

Nov-13 | 184 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781452259000) | £45.99  
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The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers
Third Edition

Johnny Saldana

Johnny Saldana’s unique and invaluable manual demystifies the qualitative coding process with a 
comprehensive assessment of different coding types, examples and exercises. The ideal reference 
for students, teachers, and practitioners of qualitative inquiry, it is essential reading across the social 
sciences and neatly guides you through the multiple approaches available for coding qualitative data. 
Its wide array of strategies, from the more straightforward to the more complex, is skillfully explained 
and carefully exemplified providing a complete toolkit of codes and skills that can be applied to any 
research project. For each code Saldana provides information about the method’s origin, gives a detailed 
description of the method, demonstrates its practical applications, and sets out a clearly illustrated 
example with analytic follow-up.  This international bestseller is an extremely usable, robust manual and 
is a must-have resource for qualitative researchers at all levels.

Nov-15 | 368 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473902497) | £32.99  
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The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project
Third Edition

Zina O’Leary

The ultimate companion to successfully completing your research project, the author guides you through 
a step-by-step approach to research and provides all of the skills and momentum you need to excel. 
Each stage of a project is clearly set out with best practice highlighted alongside pragmatic advice for 
tackling research in the real world. The Third Edition uses multidisciplinary case studies, and examples 
from the author’s own experience, to answer your questions and support your progress as you move 
smoothly through each stage. With a new chapter on mixed methods approaches, more on disseminating 
research, more on the practical and legal implications of ethics and more international examples, the 
book is packed full of learning features and tools to support your journey. Warm, innovative and clever, 
this book is packed full of must-have information for anyone doing a research project.

Mar-17 | 415 Pages | SAGE Publications Ltd

Paperback (9781473952089) | £25.99  
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Hardcover (9781473952072) | £87.00  
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Using IBM® SPSS® Statistics for Research Methods and Social 
Science Statistics
Seventh Edition

William E. Wagner, III

Using IBM® SPSS® Statistics for Research Methods and Social Science Statistics is the perfect 
companion for students who are learning to use SPSS® software to interpret and manage data within 
their social statistics and/or research methods courses. Both first-time and more experienced SPSS® 
users will appreciate author William E. Wagner, III’s step-by-step explanations of SPSS® operating 
procedures and introductory statistical operations.  The Seventh Edition reflects SPSS® Version 25.0 
and incorporates the latest results from the General Social Survey (GSS) as a secondary data set. Using 
examples, tables, and actual SPSS® screen captures, it guides users through several different kinds of 
SPSS® files including data files, output files, and syntax files.

Oct-20 | 208 Pages | SAGE Publications, Inc

Paperback (9781506389004) | £34.99  
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